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Product description:  

ZIPWAKE KIT BOX 450S CHINE DYNAMIC TRIM CONTROL SYSTEM FOR BOATS 

A better alternative to bulky trim tab systems, Zipwake is a fast-acting, self-adjusting trim control
system for planing and semi-planing boats.

Zipwake dynamic trim control systems are available in the "S" Series for smaller boats and in the
"E" Series for larger boats, each in different versions.

The basic "S" Series trim kits, shown in this product sheet, are suitable for boats from 20 to 40
feet with rigid chine and a cruising speed between 15 and 60 knots. They include (2) chine
interception blades in two sizes of your choice: 12 "or 18".

Chine interceptors provide a unique means of maximizing control of the pitch and roll movement,
using the outermost surfaces of the hull floor to achieve maximum leverage in lift generation.

Normally, the lift effect of a chine interceptor matches that of an oversized straight interceptor
mounted just aboard the hull chine, making them the best choice when selecting interceptors.

Chine interceptors are particularly useful when transom space is limited upstream of outboards or
sterndrives.

Two sizes of Chine kits are available: with 12 "or 18" interception blades. Choose the size
according to the space available on the transom at the chine of the hull for assembly.

Zipwake kits come complete with everything you need, including a pair of fast-acting interceptors
and all the components and software you need for real-time buoyancy control *.

Any basic installation can be expanded with up to two pairs of S Series interceptors, for a total of
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six interceptors without the need for additional connectors or power.

TECHNICAL FEATURES ZIPWAKE KIT BOX 450S CHINE

Voltage: 12 / 24V DC
Interceptor type: Chine
Maximum boat speed: 60 knots
Blade movement speed: 0.8 "/ sec
Cable connector: M12, circular 5-pin
Diameter of the cable connector: 14.5 mm
Power consumption: 25W Max
Waterproof rating: IP68
Operating temperature: 0 ° - 40 ° C
Blade stroke: 30 mm
Boat length: 65 - 130 m
Interceptor length: 457.2 mm
Interceptor weight: 30 , 90 Kg

Cerchi un prodotto con caratteristiche tecniche differenti? QUI puoi trovare tutti i prodotti della
linea ZipWake o di altri brand specializzati.

Immagini e dati tecnici non impegnativi.

  

Product features:  

Voltage (V): 12 - 24
Length (mm): 450
Product type: Dynamic Trim Control System
Weight (Kg): 30
Video: -E1WngJGVcg
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